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Abstract

Observations of high-altitude cirrus clouds are reported from measurements made during routine monitoring of cloud properties

on commercial aircraft as part of In-Service Aircraft for a Global Observing System. The global scale of the measurements

is revealed, with 7 years of in-situ data producing a unique and rapidly growing dataset. We find cloud fractions measured

>=10km at aircraft cruise altitude are representative of seasonal trends associated with the mid latitude jet stream in the

northern hemisphere, and the relatively higher cloud fractions found in tropical regions such as the Inter-Tropical Convergence

Zone and South East Asia. The characteristics of these clouds are discussed and the potential different formation mechanisms

in different regions assessed.
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Key Points: 

• Global in-situ measurements of high altitude cirrus clouds are presented with a focus on 6 
regions to identify seasonal trends in cloud fractions. 
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Abstract 
Observations of high-altitude cirrus clouds are reported from measurements made during routine 
monitoring of cloud properties on commercial aircraft as part of In-Service Aircraft for a Global 
Observing System. The global scale of the measurements is revealed, with 7 years of in-situ data 
producing a unique and rapidly growing dataset. We find cloud fractions measured >=10km at 
aircraft cruise altitude are representative of seasonal trends associated with the mid latitude jet 
stream in the northern hemisphere, and the relatively higher cloud fractions found in tropical 
regions such as the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone and South East Asia. The characteristics of 
these clouds are discussed and the potential different formation mechanisms in different regions 
assessed.   

1 Introduction 
In-Service Aircraft for a Global Observing System (IAGOS) is a European Research 

Infrastructure that combines the scientific expertise of its member institutions with the 
infrastructure of civil aviation to make near continuous measurements of the atmosphere on a 
global scale. The history of measurements on commercial aircraft dates back to 1994 through the 
Measurement of Ozone and Water Vapour on Airbus Aircraft (MOZAIC) and from the 2008 
Civil Aircraft for the Regular Investigation of the Atmosphere Based on an Instrument Container 
(CARIBIC). From this, IAGOS-CARIBIC and IAGOS-CORE were developed, with the former 
involving 10-12 flights per year to make extensive measurements of the atmosphere using state 
of the art instruments and the latter providing multiple flights per day across the globe using an 
automated instrument package mounted on multiple aircraft. Further information about the 
structure of IAGOS and planned future development can be found in Petzold et al. (2015). 

Routine measurements by IAGOS on a global scale over the past 25 years have enabled research 
into a multitude of Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) (Bokinski et al. 2014) on a time scale 
that is important in the context of global climate change. This has included temperature trends 
(Berkes et al. 2017), greenhouse gases including CO2, CH4, CO and H2O (Filges et al. 2015; 
Filges et al. 2018), climatologies of O3, CO and H2O in the Upper Troposphere Lower 
Stratosphere (UTLS) (Clark et al. 2015; Cohen et al. 2018; Gaudel et al. 2018) and cloud 
properties measured in-situ (Petzold et al. 2017; Beswick et al. 2015). This paper describes long-
term in-situ observations between 2011 and 2018 of Cirrus cloud macrophysical properties, 
location and frequency. 
Cirrus is a broad term to describe high altitude clouds that can have very different origins and 
properties. The majority of Cirrus in Tropical regions is the result of convective thunderstorm 
outflow (detrained cloud). In the mid latitudes it is most often associated with storm tracks 
driven by the sub-polar Jetstream, although cirrus from thunderstorm outflow can also be seen 
over mid latitude continents during the summer months. Contrails formed by the hot moist 
exhaust products from jet engines can spread into Cirrus and are one of the most visible 
anthropogenic influences on the global radiation budget (Jones et al. 2012) and the only man-
made ice clouds (Kärcher, 2018). The global mean cover produced by these man-made line 
shaped contrails has been reported to be about 0.1% (Sassen et al., 2008), resulting in a global 
and annual mean radiative forcing of 0.02 W m-2 (Minnus et al., 1999). This estimation is subject 
to large uncertainties with Fahey et al. (1999) reporting a likely range between 0.005 to 0.06 W 
m-2 for present day forcing.  
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Cirrus clouds cover large parts of the globe. In mid-latitudes these high ice clouds cover 30 % at 
any given time and in the tropics this can be 60-80 % (Baran et al. 2012). The radiative impact of 
Cirrus clouds is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in global climate models (GCMs) due to 
the complex microphysical processes that are poorly understood and difficult to measure. The 
magnitude and even sign of the net radiative effect is very sensitive to these complexities that 
include properties such as the ice crystal size distribution, the ice crystal shape and the horizontal 
and vertical extent of the cloud (Petzold et al. 2017; Boucher et al. 2013). Estimations of the 
radiative effect of these clouds is further complicated when considering the anthropogenic 
impact on their properties in the future due to changes in the chemical and physical properties of 
aerosol particles and atmospheric dynamics as a result of a changing climate. Kärcher (2017) 
suggested that microphysical and macrophysical representation of cirrus in GCMs must be 
advanced before we can accurately predict their impact on the global climate.  

A major source of the uncertainty surrounding Cirrus clouds is the challenging nature of 
measurements on the relevant scale that capture the evolution and dissipation of these clouds 
(Krämer et al. 2016, Krämer et al. 2020). Initially the climatological record of Cirrus cloud relied 
on observations as part of weather records before satellites were developed to detect high altitude 
ice clouds on a global scale (Sassen et al. 2008). Targeted science projects with research aircraft 
together with the deployment of ground based remote sensing technology (Sassen and Mace, 
2002) have provided detailed information about key cloud parameters including Ice Water 
Content (IWC), Ice Number Concentration (Nice) and Ice Supersaturation (RHice). Many of these 
projects are described in Kramer et al. (2016), Krämer et al. (2020) and Lawson et al. (2019).  
Depending on the measurent approach the accurate quantification of cirrus properties is subject 
to a number of limitiations. Ground based observations are limited in their distribution and can 
be obscured by low cloud. Targeted research flights, despite having sophisticated 
instrumentation, are limited in their spatial extent. The biggest spatial coverage of cirrus 
measurements is via space bourne remote sensing techniques. However despite the large amount 
of remote sensing data collected from space it should be cautioned that there are still many 
challenges with this approach (Sassen, Wang and Liu et al. 2008). In situ-measurements on a 
relevant scale are needed to characterise cirrus properties and to validate the co-existing 
measurement techniques. The approach described here sits between existing measurement 
techniques, providing the large spatial coverage of in-situ measurements that aren’t provided by 
targeted research flights and measuring the size and number density range of cirrus particles that 
is problematic for satellite remote sensing techniques.  
We present the largest in-situ cirrus dataset collected to date, both in terms of the quantity and 
global coverage of data. We present 79 months of in-situ cloud measurements from the IAGOS 
fleet of commercial Airbus aircraft on a global scale before focusing on identifiable seasonal 
trends in different regions. 
The focus of this study is on the Upper Troposphere Lower Stratosphere (UTLS) region split into 
box domains covering the North Atlantic (45-60N 11-53W), Continental Europe (43-53N 22E-
1W), the Sub Tropical Atlantic (44-28N 11-53W), the Tropical Atlantic (2S-13N 18-43W), 
North America (36-60N 71-89W) and South East Asia (5-20N 120-100E). 
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2 Measurements 
Measurements of cloud microphysical properties were made as part of the IAGOS-CORE 

package of instrumentation on Airbus A330 and A340 aircraft. A fleet of 10 aircraft and 6 
international airlines (Air France, Cathay Pacific, China Airlines, Hawaiian Airlines, Iberia and 
Lufthansa) made more than 8 years of flights. Measurements of the concentration of cloud 
particles with equivalent optical diameter (EOD) between 5 and 75 µm were made with a 
Backscatter Cloud Probe (BCP) mounted on the aircraft fuselage. The instrument (Fig. 1a-b) 
uses a linearly polarized laser (wavelength 658 nm) to detect the backscatter signal from particles 
that transit through the sample volume. The intensity of this signal is related to the particle size 
and is used to calculate the concentration of particles detected in flight. Extensive details about 
the instrument, its calibration and comparison with other instruments and the uncertainties 
associated with derived particle properties can be found in the technical paper by Beswick et al. 
(2014). A limitation of the measurements compared to those used on research aircraft however is 
the lack of identification of possible concentration artefacts due to ice crystal shattering possibly 
generated by upstream superstructures, (Korolev & Field, 2015). To this end concentration 
trends are compared as far as possible with near concurrent geo-located measurements from 
research aircraft, e.g. Petzold et al. (2017) and potential outliers removed from the analyses. We 
examined cloud measured during the cruise altitude of the aircraft (>=10 km). 
 
While we selected flight data above the 10 km altitude level, the opearational ceiling of 
commercial aircraft means our measurements are limited to an altitude range between 10 km and 
approximately 12.5 km. In some regions, such as the tropics, cirrus clouds are present at altitudes 
exceeding this altitude (up to ~ 17 km). The capability of the BCP instrument also means larger 
ice particles in aged cirrus clouds are potentially missed, while very thin cirrus containing few 
small ice particles might also not be detected (see Petzold et al. 2017 and Krämer et al. 2020).  
 
2.1 Global Measurement Distribution 
 

Figure 2 shows the global distribution of BCP measurements (1 degree resolution) at high 
altitude (>= 10 km) over 79 months between December 2012 and July 2018. This shows that the 
measurements are extensive across the globe from 43 S to 77 N, with the greatest frequency of 
measurements focussed on commercial air routes over Europe, Africa, across the Atlantic to 
North and South America, with another focus of activity on SE Asia. The total hours of flight are 
shown in figure 3 with favoured routes having 10s or even 100s of hours of measurement points. 
In total this measurement approach has provided over 60,000 hours of measurement data.  
 
2.2 Cloud Fractions 
 

Figure 4 shows the global cloud fraction of clouds >= 10 km by the BCP binned by 
latitude and longitude (1 degree bin resolution). It shows clear regional differences in cloud 
fraction with higher cloud fractions in regions such as the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone 
(ITCZ) over the South Atlantic and in SE Asia. In contrast flight paths over the North Atlantic 
have much lower cloud fractions. The grey colour on figure 1b represents a zero cloud fraction 
that is produced when the BCP has measured no concentrations of cloud particles >=0.05 cm-3.  
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The cloud fraction was calculated by taking each 4 second measurement report from the BCP 
and flagging cloud as present when the reported concentration was >=0.05 cm-3. This low 
concentration threshold represents 12 detection events and a 30% sampling error. (sampling Data 
points were considered cloud free when this threshold was not met). The cloud fraction was then 
calculated as the number of in-cloud points / the number of points in each bin.  
 
2.3 Seasonal Trends in Cloud Fractions 
 

Figure 4. shows the annual global cloud fraction as measured by the BCP on the IAGOS 
fleet. Based on information about seasonality in different areas of the globe we selected 6 regions 
for further analysis. The Oceanic regions of the North and Sub Tropical Atlantic were selected to 
look at the seasonal changes in cloud fraction that are driven by the jet stream storm belts in the 
mid-latitudes (Wylie et al. 1994). The North Atlantic high cloud amount is strongly influenced 
by these seasonal changes, the Sub Tropical Atlantic was selected for a contrast to the oceanic 
regions further towards the poles to investigate high cloud changes with increasing distance 
towards the equator. 
 
The ITCZ marks the ‘meteorological equator’ where surface trade winds converge to produce a 
zone of increased mean convection, cloudiness and precipitation (Waliser and Jiang, 2015). The 
line of convection shifts with the seasons, moving northwards during the northern hemisphere 
spring and summer, and southwards during the southern hemisphere spring and summer. The 
large convective systems produce broad areas of cirrus from convective outflow and we selected 
two regions to examine this band of activity; the tropical Atlantic and SE Asia.  
 
The remaining regions, Europe and North America, were chosen for their continental influence 
and mid latitude position. This allowed us to look at the relative contributions from the northern 
hemisphere autumn and winter time jet stream together with high cloud produced by convective 
outflow during the summer months.  
 
2.3.1 Seasonal Trends in Cloud Fraction by Region 
 

Here we present 6 regions and calculate cloud fraction by season. These regions are 
described and highlighted on figure. 4. The seasons are split into December, January, February 
(DJF), March, April May (MAM), June, July August (JJA) and September, October, November 
(SON). The global map shows the 1 degree binned annual cloud fraction value, the grey colours 
represent areas in which measurements were made but no cloud was observed. The black boxes 
enclose the domains that were selected for further analysis by season. The bar charts surrounding 
the global map represent cloud fraction split by season for each region. 
 
High cloud fraction over Continental Europe was found to be strongly seasonal (fig. 4a). During 
the northern hemisphere autumn (SON) and winter months (DJF) cloud fractions shows the 
strongest signal with domain mean cloud fractions of 0.01 and 0.008 for SON and DJF 
respectively. After the winter cloud fraction drops significantly during MAM before rising again 
in the JJA period to 0.006.  
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Over the North Atlantic The cloud fraction (fig. 4d) exhibits a strong signal during the SON and 
DJF periods. The peak cloud fraction value is during SON with a value of 0.005. The lowest 
cloud fraction is observed in MAM. 
 
The subtropical Atlantic (fig, 4e) also had a peak cloud fraction (0.014) during SON. During the 
remaining periods DJF, MAM and JJA cloud fractions are <0.004 with the minimum value 
recorded during the JJA period (0.001). 
 
North America peak cloud fractions (fig. 4c) occur in the summer (JJA) with values of 0.007. 
There is also increased cloud fractions during the autumn (SON). The lowest fractions are seen 
during MAM.   
 
Trends in South East Asia (fig. 4b) are less pronounced but have a peak during the JJA and SON 
periods of 0.09 and 0.07 respectively. The lowest cloud fractions are observed during MAM. 
 
The Tropical Atlantic region is dominated by the convective activity produced by the ITCZ. In 
comparison with regions of the globe further towards the poles the cloud fractions are higher in 
all seasons (fig. 4f). However, our data still exhibits trends through the 4 seasons, with MAM 
showing the greatest cloud fraction values. The lowest cloud fractions were observed during 
SON. 
 
 
3. Discussion  
 

Contributions to the understanding of global cirrus cloud properties has evolved over 
time from observational reporting at the surface to remote sensing from both space borne and 
ground based instrumentation designed to study the key microphysical and macrophysical 
properties of cirrus clouds. In addition to remote sensing techniques, relatively small scale but 
highly targeted in-situ measurements have vastly improved our understanding of the small scale 
processes governing cirrus cloud formation, evolution and radiative properties (Kramer et al., 
2016). Whilst these targeted airborne research campaigns cover a range of different 
meteorological conditions, these may not necessarily provide a statistically representative 
distribution of cirrus cloud frequencies and properties in the UTLSregion. To address this long-
term global satellite remote sensing is the ideal approach, however retrievals of cirrus 
microphysical properties can have limitations including altitude resolution and ice crystal 
number concentrations, which remain a challenge (Sassen et al., 2008). IAGOS is an opportunity 
to add to the global cirrus climatology, and here we describe some of the initial results from this 
global in-situ dataset.  
 
We selected our 6 regions to identify seasonal trends in the high-altitude cloud. Figure 4 
identifies these regions and the calculated cloud fractions associated with each marked on the 
map. A key feature of the mid latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere was the signature of 
increasing cloud fractions in the autumn (SON) and winter (DJF) months. The maritime North 
Atlantic (fig. 4b) showed this trend the most strongly, with significant increases in these periods 
and much lower cloud fractions in the spring and summer. The driving force for these changes is 
the strengthening of the polar vortex during the Northern Hemisphere winter and the storm tracks 
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that this produces across the North Atlantic. This trend was also evident over Continental Europe 
(fig. 4c). In addition to this there was also a trend to increasing cloud fractions during the 
summer period (JJA), presumably due to convective activity over the land producing cirrus from 
thunderstorm outflow.  
 
The North American region (fig. 4a), although showing the signature of the jet stream driven 
cirrus in the winter months, was dominated by higher cloud fractions during the summer, likely 
to be a result of the strong thunderstorm systems that develop over the United States of America 
(USA) during this season and the associated convective cirrus outflow. The Sub Tropical 
Atlantic (fig. 4d) had a jet stream cirrus signature during Autumn, but the trend overall was less 
evident than for the North Atlantic region, which is expected as the distance from the polar front 
increases and the impact from mid-latitude depressions decreases.  
 
The tropical regions of the Atlantic and South East Asia both exhibited relatively high cloud 
fractions when compared to the mid latitude continents and oceanic regions. The outflow cirrus 
in these regions is very dominant, coinciding with the monsoon season in South East Asia but 
evident the whole year. Over the Tropical Atlantic the outflow cirrus is most likely to be 
associated with the ITCZ.  
 
The cloud fractions presented for each region were the result of an approach that averages the 
data from each of the seasons between December 2011 and July 2018. When we examined 
individual years we found significant inter-annual variability in cloud fractions. While caution 
should be taken about the measurement bias (data collection focused on busy air corridors) the 
variability in some regions may represent large scale cyclical climate phenomenon. One example 
is the El Nińo Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a key driver of weather patterns over the tropical 
pacific ocean region. Although the annual cycle is most dominant at all longitudes and latitudes 
Eleftheratos et al. (2011) found that ENSO has a strong influence on Cirrus Cloud Cover (CCC) 
in the Western Pacific, with 6.2% of the variance explained by ENSO. The contribution to 
variability by other known cycles that influence weather patterns, such as the QBO, 11 year solar 
cycle and long-term-trend-related cloud components was estimated to about 1.0%, 0.1% and 
0.3% respectively.  
 
The SE Asia region exhibited a significant increase in cirrus cloud fraction during 2016 centred 
around the JJA and SON period (fig. 5.). Although our measurement period is limited in the 
context of the ENSO signal this is consistent with findings reported by Virts and Wallace (2010) 
that found a shift in peak cloudiness towards the maritime continent during La Nina. 
 
In the mid-latitude regions we studied, drivers of cloudiness is also dominated by the seasonal 
cycle, while large scale dynamics such as the North Atlantic Oscillation also contribute to the 
inter-annual variability. Eleftheratos et al. (2007) found a small positive correlation between 
cloud cover in the North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC) of 0.3. They also found trends in cloud 
cover of +1.6% per decade, demonstrating the importance of continued long-term monitoring of 
this region.  
 
The aim of this paper was to examine whether the increasingly expansive dataset is 
representative in a climatological context. We have found common identifiable trends in our 
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data, particularly the northern hemisphere winter jet stream and the relatively higher cloud 
fractions in tropical areas attributable to cirrus outflow from thunderstorm outflow. While 
targeted research flights provide very detailed in-situ measurements of cirrus properties and 
satellite remote sensing activity gathers data on a global scale, IAGOS and the utilisation of 
commercial aircraft provides unique opportunities to fill the gap and provide in-situ 
measurements over large areas of the globe. 
 
 
 
4 Conclusions 
 
To conclude, we have presented a global dataset of cloud particle number collected as part of 
IAGOS. We report a number of key findings. 
 

• We examined regions of the globe covering oceanic, continental and tropical areas to see 

how representative the dataset was in demonstrating common seasonal trends in each 

region. 

• We found the measurements were able to demonstrate seasonal changes in cloud fraction 

associated with the northern hemisphere mid latitude jet stream and the relatively higher 

cloud fractions found in tropical regions as a result of thunderstorm cirrus outflow. 

• This dataset and the ongoing measurements as part of IAGOS are an important addition to 

the already existing infrastructure for monitoring of high-altitude clouds that include 

remote sensing (ground based and space borne) and targeted research flights.  

• The measurements also provide an excellent tool for the aviation industry to investigate the 

influence of adverse conditions on aircraft performance. 
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Figure 1. (a) Instrument installation on the IAGOS instrumented Airbus and (b) the Backscatter 
Cloud Probe (BCP).  

 

 
Figure 2. Global measurement fraction from the Backscatter Cloud Probe on the IAGOS fleet of 
Airbus aircraft. 
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Figure 3. Global measurement hours by the Backscatter Cloud Probe on the IAGOS fleet of 
Airbus aircraft. 
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Figure 4. Global cirrus cloud fraction and seasonal mean cirrus cloud fractions for 6 regions 
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Figure 5. Hövmoller diagram for the period 2012 – 2018 for the Asia region showing monthly 
latitudinal averaged cirrus cloud fraction and monthly averaged cirrus cloud fraction for the 
entire region. 


